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    Better together


Grow your capability as an organisation or an individual with us


Partnership opportunities   Graduate study options
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                              MBA information event


                                      
              

      Join us to learn how the MBA can flex to suit your schedule and transform your career. 



Hear from graduates and get your questions answered.



18 April (in person)

1 May (online).

    

  


  







    


      





    
          
                  Insights 

        
                  Analysis, commentary and latest thinking from world-leading experts

              

        
      
        
  
  
      
          	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              How businesses can 'balance the scales' of gender equality


                                  

      ARTICLE | Experts agree more is needed to close Australia’s gender pay gap and improve gender equality at work. The business community is leading much of the innovation and progress.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              A guide to building workplace trust in AI 


                                  

      ARTICLE | AI is ingrained in most industries, but humans are still suspicious of its use, particularly at work. How can organisations build trust in AI and encourage employees to buy in?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Closing the gender gap in cybersecurity


                                  

      ARTICLE | Despite more cyber-breaches emphasising the need for a diverse cybersecurity workforce, many barriers still deter women from the industry. What actions can we take to attract and retain diverse talent?
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                  Quality teaching and learning

        
                  Engage in a transformative learning experience that will inspire you to create change locally and globally. Our teachers are leaders in their fields, advisors to leading companies and world class scholars.

              

        
      

  
    


  
    
  
        Bachelor degree programs

[image: 2024 Business, Economics and Law - Undergraduate Guide cover]
Learn about undergraduate programs in Business, Economics and Law at UQ plus student life, fees, loans and scholarships.
Download the guide (PDF, 3.9 MB) or visit study.uq.edu.au



  





  
        Postgraduate options

[image: 2021 Business, Economics and Law - Postgraduate Guide]
Choose from a range of ways to learn - from wholly online degree programs, short practical intensives, and hybrid programs that combine academic work with hands-on industry experiences.
Discover postgraduate options.



  





  
        Higher degrees by research 

[image: Student standing in front of a book shelf reading ]Follow your passion for research – explore our research programs to learn more about the experience, eligibility and how to apply. 
Discover HDR options, find a supervisor,  or find a project.



  
















    


      





    
        
      
    Our community


[image: UQ alumni gathering]


Our faculty community comprises 12,000 current students, 80,000 alumni, and a diverse range of industry partners, philanthropists, industry-based experts, thought leaders and friends around the world.


Engage with our community through a range of services, philanthropy and events.


Engage
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                  New and noteworthy

        
                  Celebrating the achievements of our community
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              The power and potential of genetics to improve healthcare            
          

                      
              Published on: 6 September 2023            

          
                      
              VIDEO | Keynote address by Sir Peter Donnelly, CEO and Co-Founder of Genomics plc, and 2023 Rod Wylie Fellow.            
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              We can talk about a higher rate of GST in Australia, but it will never happen            
          

                      
              Published on: 30 August 2023            

          
                      
              THE CONVERSATION | A group of crossbench parliamentarians have revived the idea of increasing the rate of the goods and services tax from 10% or removing exemptions on food, education and health purchases.            
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              How a law degree can help you drive positive social impact            
          

                      
              Published on: 17 July 2023            

          
                      
              A law degree can take you almost anywhere. Learn how Famin’s time at UQ fuelled her passion for social justice as a pro bono and community investment lawyer.            
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          How can I use an economics degree to build a more sustainable society?        
      

                    
          Nearly every aspect of modern life is influenced, directly or indirectly, by the advice and insights of an economist.        
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    Contacts
Prospective students
Current students
Employers
Alumni
UQ Brisbane City
Organisational units











  


  
    
  
    


  
    Research
Insights from our researchers
Research partnerships
Search for an expert
Research areas and contacts
Sustainable Infrastructure Research Hub











  


  
    
  
    


  
    Community & partnerships
Blog
Upcoming and on-demand events
Partnership opportunities
Our partners
Staff intranet
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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